
WHAT 'S  NEW  I N  THE

STORE

According to Wikipedia ,  a

newsletter is a regularly distributed

publication that is generally about

one main topic of interest to its

subscribers .  Newspapers and

leaflets are types of newsletters .

 

For example ,  newsletters are

distributed at schools to inform

parents about things that happen in

that school .

 

Newsletters are published by clubs ,

churches ,  societies ,  associations ,

and businesses—especially

companies—to provide information

of interest to members ,  customers ,

or employees .

It’s hard to believe that the first half of the year
has already flown by! It’s certainly been a busy
time for your Residents’ Association.  
 

 

Despite facing a number of challenges ,  we remain dedicated to

growing relationships ,  assisting residents with community needs

and helping to shape and improve everyone ’s quality of life .
 

We ’d like to take this opportunity to thank you for your

continued support .  While the split between the GRA and GSI in

2017 resulted in a significant drop in membership (from 165

paying members in 2016 to just 72 in 2018) ,  we are pleased to

report that we now have 149 paying members for 2019 .  In

addition ,  we received R24  790 in donations for the year – a

significant increase on the amount received in 2018 .  Thank you

Groenkloof !  
 

If you would like to contribute ,  we are still raising funds for what

we now refer to as our “Fighting Fund” to cover legal expenses .

Please also encourage your neighbours to join the GRA .

 

C O M M U N I C A T I O N  M A T T E R S
 

There are a number of ways in which we communicate with

Groenkloof residents .  These include :   
 

FACEBOOK: We have a Groenkloof Residents ’  Association

Facebook page where we share exciting news ,  history ,  events

and happenings ,  plus occasional important information .  We also

place community adverts on the page to help local small

businesses grow .  Please visit and like our Facebook page :

https : //web .facebook .com/GroenkloofRA/
 

CLASSIFIEDS: We are also in the process of developing a

“Groenkloof Classifieds” section on our website .  This will provide

residents with an easy and quick way to find reputable

companies and services in the local area .
 

WHATSAPP:  A new GRA Communication WhatsApp group was

formed to help communicate matters and progress in our

neighbourhood .  It has intentionally been set up as a “no chat”

group and members cannot comment on this group .

OUR AIMS
 

As your Residents ’  Association ,  

we strive to :

 

Represent the interests of the

residents in Groenkloof e .g .

with the City of Tshwane ;  
 

Be an information hub on

issues that are relevant to our

community ;  
 

Mobilise the community around

issues that affect us all ;  
 

Increase everyone ’s sense of

belonging to a community ;  and
 

Support community initiatives

and share knowledge and

expertise .
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Street Chat Groups: We are aware of two

street WhatsApp groups ,  namely Herbert Baker

and Bronkhorst Streets .  If you know of any

other street groups ,  let us know and we can

inform the residents .  
 

There are various other chat groups formed by

members in the community that are open to

members to join .  
 

We support open communication and the

various WhatsApp groups created .  We have

found the following guidelines regarding this

type of communication to be useful :
 

Sending a WhatsApp message to a single
person: If you send a message to a single

person ,  you cannot attract liability for

defamation .  Defamation is defined as the

wrongful ,  intentional publication of a

defamatory statement concerning another

person .  Publication means that more than one

person – hence a third party or parties outside

the defamer and the victim – has to have seen

the defamatory statement for it

to constitute defamation .  
 

However ,  if the person who received the

message decides to publish it ,  they can be held

liable .    Those who published the defamatory

statement could still be held liable despite

them not being the author of the statement
 

Sending a message to a WhatsApp group:
If you send a message to a WhatsApp group

and one person leaks the message or video ,

both the author and the person who leaked it

can be held liable .  This is based on the

principle above – the publication of a

defamatory statement .    
 

Whether the message was of a personal nature

or otherwise ,  if the message published is seen

by more than one person and the legal

elements of the definition above are proved ,

you could be held liable for defamation .
 

Be careful what you say or share on
WhatsApp!
 

A few guidelines for people who send

WhatsApp messages to friends or groups to

ensure they stay on the right side of the law :
 

Make sure that the content is not defamatory

i .e .  that it does not have the effect of

damaging another person ’s reputation .

If you are the administrator of a group ,  make

sure you educate the members of the group

 

as to what is appropriate to share or post .  As an

administrator ,  you could potentially also be held

liable for what is shared on the group .
     

If defamatory statements are posted or shared ,

make sure that you immediately have them

deleted and advise everyone that such

statements are neither condoned nor allowed .
 

 M A T T E R S  &  P R O G R E S S
Electricity Issues: We met with the City of

Tshwane on 31 May 2019 .  Since this meeting there

have been eight reported power outages .  We are

committed to finding a solution and will continue

to put pressure on COT to assist .  We have not as

yet been able to secure a follow-up meeting ,  but

we will persevere in this .   
 

Town Planning:  We have two confirmed non-

permitted land use (NPLU) properties in

Groenkloof .  We can confirm that both Vanity and

Royal Page are being charged differential rates ,

but we are not aware of the total outstanding to

the COT .  We hope that this will put pressure on

these businesses to follow the proper processes .     
 

The GRA has renewed its membership to OPERRA

(Old Pretoria East Residents and Ratepayers

Alliance) . We believe that being part of this

Alliance will assist us in the future .
 

Village Maintenance: Groenkloof Residents

Association is proud and thankful to announce

that Sarel Swanepoel ,  a well-known resident of

Groenkloof and owner of Eurotech Construction ,

has without compensation taken on the

responsibility to clean out all the fixed Municipal

waste baskets (as well as all the yellow plastic bins

that were donated by Loodjie) on a weekly basis .

This has always been a huge problem as waste was

seldom removed ,  nor picked up in the vicinity of

the bins .   Sarel is also in charge of maintenance in

the suburb under a GRA subcommittee .  
 

The GRA has joined hands with the City of

Tshwane and adopted a corner to help beautify

Groenkloof .  The entrance at Bronkhorst Street has

been rehabilitated to ensure that all drivers

adhere to the relevant road safety rules and

regulations .  Sarel and his team have erected a

fence ,  cleaned up the site and planted beautiful

succulents sponsored by a Groenkloof resident .
 

Should you have any maintenance problems that

need to be taken further with the CoT ,  kindly

contact Sarel on 082 444 5020 .
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G R A  R E C Y C L I N G
Earlier this year the GRA investigated recycling

options after Wastegroup terminated its curb

side collection services .    Almost all of the

recycling service providers we interviewed

charged a fixed rate per month which made it

very expensive at he time (considering the

number of households showing interest) . 
 

JAC was one of the few (or only) small recycling

companies that billed per pick-up point ,

making their service much more affordable .  

They commenced operations on 20 February

2019 and there are now 70 households

subscribing to the service .
 

JAC recycle most household products except:
 

Polystyrene :  all types ,  shapes and colours ;  

Food packaging :  clear and black plastic

packaging (such as that used for cakes ,

cupcakes ,  sandwiches ,  hamburgers ,  and fruit

and vegetables etc . ) ;  

Disposable coffee cups ;   

Tinfoil ;  

Chip ,

sweets ,  and noodle packets ;  dogfood bags

and foil chip tubes ;  and 

Florescent globes .
 

To check if your packets are recyclable ,  please

look on the packet itself (number 7 or higher is

not recyclable) . If there is no marking on the

packet you can crumple it in your hand - if it

makes a crackling noise ,  it ’s not recyclable .  You

can also use compare it to plastic bread bags ,

which are recyclable .  
 

In the future ,    we would like to expand on

recycling by including more green initiatives .

We have recently set up a project team with De

Wet Louw and Anthony Kourie to beautify the

entrances to our suburb .

 

Please contact Francois Geringer (082 854 7202)

should you be interested in recycling or if you want

to get involved in any other green initiatives .

 

 N A T U R E  &
C O N S E R V A T I O N

The GRA has received questions regarding the

termite colonies in some of the trees in Bronkhorst

Street .   Alan Urban investigated and wrote the

following :  
 

A sample of soldiers (and workers) from under

the soil runway keyed out to genus  Odontotermes

(Termitidae :  Macrotermitinae) . There are 22

Odontotermes species in southern Africa ,  which

build flattish mounds ,  either rather subtle or with

air-conditioning chimneys .   In these trees ,  the

workers are feeding on the outermost ,  dead bark ,

making it lighter in colour .  They do not appear to

be excavating anywhere near the cambium ,  which

is the vital ,  living tissue between the bark and the

wood and transports nutrients from the leaves

down to the roots in summer and autumn and back

up to the new shoots in spring .  The workers

build spongy fungus combs in and near their

underground nest cavity .  By recycling dead

vegetation into the soil ,  they improve soil fertility

and plant growth .  Both indigenous trees and

invasive alien plants grow significantly better on

termite mounds than in the surrounding veld .  The

soil runways on the trunk are therefore a sign of

termite activity that is benefiting the health of the

tree .
 

Virtually all insects are ecologically beneficial ,  as

parasitoids ,  predators ,  pollinators and recyclers .

But the global population of insects is declining

dramatically ,  mainly due to the over-use of

insecticides .  For all these reasons ,  it would be

totally inappropriate to apply any poison anywhere

near the tree .

 

(In contrast to the situation in a garden or the

veld ,  if termites are destroying wooden structures ,

such as skirting boards ,  within a building ,  it is

justifiable to apply an insecticide to the affected
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areas ,  to prevent the termites returning ,  before

the wood is replaced) .
 

To conserve Nature ,  we should all minimise the

use of insecticides wherever possible .  
 

Alan Urban
Entomologist (Biocontrol/IPM of invasive
insect/plant species) (retired) 
Invasive Species Consultant (SAGIC)
Indigenous Plant Enthusiast and Nature-lover
 

 

JOIN THE FUN! 
 

The GRA relies on subscriptions and donations .  

Annual subscription fees are R300 for 2019 .  

Subscription is  voluntary and any donations are

welcome .  
 

The subscription form is attached to this email .
 

GRA bank details    
Groenkloof Residents’ Association  
FNB Brooklyn : 251 345 

Account number :  620 548 10207 

Reference:  Street Nr & Street Name &      

 Subs/donation (please indicate)
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Fort Klapperkop is a very majestic and magnificent

gem in the heart of our neighbourhood .  Now

restored to its original state ,  this fort is one of the

best examples of 19th Century weaponry defences

in the world .  It has an abnormal German-style dry

moat and was built in 1896 before the start of the

second Anglo-Boer War .  This outstanding fort

houses a fascinating  museum displaying artefacts ,

rifles and furniture found and used during the war .
 

You will be amazed at the steam locomotive ,

which was used to transfer troops ,  the replica Long

Tom gun and the last tram used in Pretoria .  The

memorial is very touching and is dedicated to

 

 

 

those who gave their lives serving in the South

African Defence Force to protect their country .

 

The views from Klapperkop are breath-taking 

andyou will often find people using the 

rugged terrain for mountain biking and hiking .

 

Visiting Hours:
Tuesday to Sunday :  10 :00 to 17 :00

Closed on Mondays and Public Holidays

 

Admission
Adults :  R 25 .00

Pensioners and students :  R 12 .00

Learners :  R 7 .00

(Cash only ;  no card facilities)
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I N  C A S E  O F  A N  E M E R G E N C Y

EMERGENCY: In case of a life threatening

situation Dial 107 from your cellphone or

landline 24 hours a day .  

 

*TSHWANE EMERGENCY NUMBER* 
 

*The city’s new emergency
number is 107.*
 

Parents are encouraged to teach their kids

to memorise this new number .  

 

The number can be used for any emergency-

related incident ,  such as a life-threatening
emergency calling for an ambulance,
firefighting, disaster assistance of rescue. 
 

Although the City has launched the new

number ,  the old numbers are still in use .

 

AXON CONTROL -ROOM EMERGENCY NUMBERS:
 

086 170 7777
2 .  012 347 4997
3 .  083 299 7479
 

Alternatively the Groenkloof dedicated vehicle can
also be contacted directly in case of an emergency
 

GSI vehicle: 083 781 4489
Erick Verwey Axon Area Manager: 083 559 8366
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For extra assistance and help ,  their is another safety

option suggested by one of our residents :   NAMOLA . 
 

Namola is SA ’s leading FREE safety app that helps you

receive emergency assistance when you most need it .

 

Good news: It is a free download on Google Play store
Namola is the quickest way to request emergency

assistance .  By using your phone ’s GPS location we ’re able

to tell nearby responders who you are and where you are .

 

How does it work?
 

When you request assistance they will call you back

immediately .  Their trained operators will confirm details

and dispatch help from Namola Watch and Emergency

Services .

 

Emergency contacts
 

Add up to five emergency contacts who will be alerted

whenever you use Namola to request assistance .

Emergency contacts will be able to see your current

location during an emergency ,  and can message you and

the Namola control room to understand what ’s happening

and to help you get to safety .  Keep yourself and your

loved ones safe by adding emergency contacts today !

 

Give it a try !

 

Download the app and sign up (it ’s quick ! ) ,  and then give

it a test to see for yourself .

 

For more information ,  go to www .namola .com or emails at

info@namola .com

 


